
Possessed or Haunted Objects 

Can a seemingly harmless and inanimate object such as an old watch or piece of furniture 

contain the psychic energy of its previous owners? Can everyday objects be haunted? In a 

recent visit to the popular auction site EBay I happened to find several supposedly 

haunted items being sold. Everything from old tools and photographs to dolls and 

jewellery, all of it purportedly haunted. There was even a haunted mansion for sale in 

Colorado. It seems that there is no shortage of haunted, cursed and generally spooky stuff 

for sale these days. 

Some objects are said to be cursed, other seem to be animated by spirits. Other 

notoriously haunted objects are vehicle; phantom ships, ghost trains that steam through 

the night air on their old runs, even if the railway line has been long removed. Some 

famously haunted objects have fascinated the public consciousness for years. We have all 

heard about The Hope Diamond, the Flying Dutchman and King Tuts tomb, all of which 

are reportedly cursed or haunted items, which many feel retain the essence of long dead 

souls. 

I have no doubt that the majority of so called haunted items being sold on online auction 

sites today are just plain old junk. Junk wrapped in a nifty, compelling and mysterious 

story and sold to novelty collectors. To each his own, I always say. I also have no doubt 

that much of the mystery surrounding famous objects such as King Tut’s tomb is the 

result of myth and legend. Tall tales which haven’t hurt Egypt’s tourism trade one tiny 

bit. 

That being said, I do believe that some places and items can retain the energy of human 

beings. Our thoughts and emotions create energy, our lives create energy. It isn’t that 

much of a stretch for me to imagine that type of energy being stored in a house or other 

objects. The stronger the emotional energy attached to an object the more likely it will be 

to display paranormal behaviour. Some have labelled this phenomenon a psychic echo; I 

prefer to think of it as residual psychic energy. The term psychic echo implies that energy 

has bounced off of an object; I feel that this is misleading since it seems that psychic 

energy is absorbed by the objects involved and not simply reflected. 

While many of the items being touted today as genuinely haunted or possessed objects, 

the truth is that most of them are nothing but pure basement clutter. Be careful though 

when you are perusing the flea market stalls, thrift shop shelves and online auctions, 

because though quite rare, possessed objects are most certainly real. 

Jeffry R. Palmer is the well known author of several books dealing with the subjects of 

metaphysics, paranormal phenomena and psychic development. His articles and columns 

have been featured in several popular international magazines. His accurate and detailed 

psychic predictions, including Hurricane Katrina and the Indonesian tsunami have 

captured the attention of an international audience. 

 


